
Comment by Solar Twin Ltd on Which? report on solar water heating May 2010.

The front cover of this edition of Which? Magazine asks "Are you being greenwashed?" If so, who is being 
greenwashed? Video: http://www.solartwin.com/news-3-may-2010-video-slams-which-solar-heating-

cowboys-expose-for-not-going-far-enough

Congratulations to Which? for exposing serious false SAVINGS claims and the long-standing problems of 
unsupervised selling. But why does Which? ignore serious false ENVIRONMENTAL claims that solar thermal 
is "truly zero carbon" when in fact typical solar heating systems needs to be plugged into the mains in order 
to work? This fact negates around 20% of their energy savings at the electricity power station. In particular, 
why does Which? ignore the fact that this false zero carbon claim is being made by the Managing Director of 
Southern Solar, the only company which it endorses? And why does Which?'s highly qualified solar expert 
condemn ALL phone quotations when this condemnation is incorrect? Why do they ignore the maintenance 
costs in their table? And why does Which publish a solar plumbing diagram which is out of compliance with 

HSE SAFETY guidance on Legionella, a bacterium which can cause a lethal form of pneumonia?

Note: 4 May 2010. We've notified Which? that these three pages will be reproduced under under copyright 
rules of "fair dealing" for criticism or review. While we support Which?'s aim of cleaning up the solar industry, 
it seems that Which have pulled their punches from the Solar Trade Association. Which? have refused us a 

right of reply. So Solar Twin Ltd now address the article's main errors and omissions.

This excellent exposé of individual sales people who who lie in an unsupervised sales situation begs the 
question: "why do Which? not demand that all solar selling is now done with SUPERVISION?"

A Which? exposé of the Solar Trade Association, who issue false environmental (zero carbon) and safety 
(Legionella) claims on behalf of "the industry" is noted to be conspicuously missing from this article.

Even the savings calculated by Which? at the end seem inflated, appearing to ignore maintenance costs.



Regarding phone quotes, simple solar installations (which don't involve mains electricity, high pressure plumbing, 
antifreeze chemicals, new hot water cylinders) can, in fact be surveyed / quoted by phone with aerial roof photos.

Solartwin have phone quoted quoted 
successfully for simple jobs for 10 years.
In fact, companies using unsupervised ON-site salespeople are doomed to 
false claiming, which supervised tele-sales surveyors are a good solution.

On Legionella noncompliance (overleaf) We quote Solar Trade Association's Chief Executive, David Matthews:

1/ STA “supports and recognises DHCG, Legionella best practice."
2/ STA "current advice is closely based on L8."

3/ "Barry, just be very careful."
4/ "The legionella issue is best left alone"

5/ "...brings customer concerns out that are unjustified..."



So it is OUT of compliance with HSE Guidance L8 para 158 on Legionella safety. (Which? won't tell you this.)

Tepid solar water inside the red box below is not being heated to 60C daily.

Is Which? Magazine: 1/ overlooking false ENVIRONMENTAL claims made by Howard Johns as Chairman of 
the  Solar Trade Association (STA)? 2/ ignoring false SAFETY claims being made by

the STA, of which Howard Johns, MD of Which? winner, "helpful and sensible" Southern Solar, is Chairman.

Are Southern Solar really "worthy of being mentioned" despite being intimately involved in making false claims in 
association with the Solar Trade Association? Are we being greenwashed? Video: http://www.solartwin.com/

news-3-may-2010-video-slams-which-solar-heating-cowboys-expose-for-not-going-far-enough

Is this 
dedicated 

solar 
volume
also a 

dedicated 
Legionella 
volume?

Why is maintenance (£32 pa) ignored in the pay-back table?

Seems 
too low 
at £32 

pa!


